
The Five Turrets
 

User guide



Welcome to The Five Turrets

 
We’re delighted that you have chosen The Five Turrets for your break and we want 

to do everything we can to make sure that you enjoy your stay.  

This guide is designed to provide you with all the information you need to get the 

best out of the property - but please feel free to call us if you have any questions.

Your hosts are Gethin Chamberlain and Carolynn Shaw.  We live in the white house 

at the top of the garden across the road from the entrance. Our phone number is 

01750 21349 and we’re happy to deal with general enquiries between 9am and 6pm. 

If you need to get hold of us in case of emergency outside office hours then please 

call 07525 006350.

The Wifi network is The Five Turrets (or The Five Turrets 

extended) and the password for both is Borders2018!

The full address of the property is:

The Five Turrets

Ettrick Terrace

Selkirk

Scottish Borders

TD7 4LB

If you are giving directions to a local driver or delivery company,  it helps to tell 

them that it is the first building down from the Sheriff Court on the A7. For fire 

brigade, ambulance or police, please dial the 999 emergency number.

We’ve increased cleaning in response to Covid-19 and are asking guests to bag up 

linen and towels before departure. Full details are on the final page & our website.  



The basics

 We provide two keys and would be grateful if you would return them to us at the 

end of your stay.  You can leave them on the piano if this is more convenient.

There are two spaces reserved for guests of The Five Turrets in the car park next to 

the property.  The spaces are clearly marked: please leave space on the right of your 

vehicles to allow room for our neighbours to park. If you have more than two 

vehicles, free parking is available on the street outside. There are also car parks in the 

town centre a short distance away.

The Five Turrets is part of a larger building which has been sub-divided. Please note 

that the basement does not form part of our property.  The garden is divided 

between the two properties: our part is on the left.  To reach it, turn right out of the 

front door and walk down the path and down the steps into our garden.  (The 

concrete path turns back on itself to reach the downstairs apartment. )

The town centre is a five minute walk away.  There are two routes:

1. Turn right out of the front gate and follow the road up into the town. 

2. Or turn left and then right up Hallidays Park onto Chapel Street.  Turn left and cut 

through the small car park onto the High Street.  

Selkirk has a good range of restaurants and many provide a takeaway service.  There 

is one supermarket at the east end of the High Street - the Co-op - and an 

assortment of smaller shops. There are also larger supermarkets in neighbouring 

towns:  Tesco and Asda in Galashiels and Morrisons and Sainsbury’s in Hawick.

Petrol station: there is a Shell garage on the edge of town on the A7 heading south. 

Electric charging point: car park next to the Auld Kirk.





Heating and hot water

All radiators are fitted with thermostats. Please use these to adjust individual room 

temperatures. 

If greater adjustment is required, please use the Hive smart thermostat in the piano 

room.



Log burning stove

The Burley log burner in the living room is efficient and powerful.  There are 

heatproof gloves in the far end drawer of the breakfast bar units. Please use them.

As the name suggests, it burns only logs.  We supply an initial basket of kiln-dried logs 

for use in the stove.  There are more bags of logs in the shed in the garden: please 

use these; logs bought from garages or DIY stores tend to be damp and will burn 

poorly and with excessive smoke  We operate an honesty system:  a bag of 

hardwood logs costs £5, kindling £3. Just leave the cash.

Please do not try to burn coal - it will seriously damage the stove.  And please do 

not use the un-bagged logs in the bike store - they are drying out. 

It’s one of the easier stoves to light, but like all these things, there’s an art to it. The 

most important thing to remember is DON’T OVERFILL IT.  A couple of logs at a 



time is all it really needs. If you put in too many logs, it will overheat;  that can crack 

the ceramic plates, putting it out of action. 

How to light the stove

Place one or two fire lighters in the bottom, then add some kindling wood criss-

crossed diagonally and finally two small logs on top. Light the firelighters, open the 

air vent to the maximum (to the right) and close the door to the first latch so it is 

slightly ajar

Leave it like this for at least 20 minutes and then add one more log.  After a further 

10 minutes or so, the fire should be well alight, and the door can now be closed to 

become airtight. Leave the air control lever near the maximum (to the right) for a 

further 10 to 20 minutes to get the stove completely up to running temperature. If 

the stove does go out when the door is closed then the flue is too cold and will not 

pull, in this case, you may need to leave the door open with kindling burning for at 

least 35 mins. The flue’s pull will change dependant on temperature and atmospheric 

conditions.  When fully lit and drawing correctly, the stove produces a rolling fireball. 

You should then move the air control lever back to a central position:  if you leave it 

wide open, the fire may look impressive but you will be burning more wood for less 

heat and the glass can also be damaged.

The best way to run any wood stove is ‘little and often’. If you are with the fire, it is 

best to keep adding a small log every 45 minutes rather than adding large ones every 

two hours.

Cleaning the stove

Unless you are burning the stove all day and every day it is unlikely that you will 

need to clean out the ash during your stay.  The stove burns so efficiently that it 

produces a remarkably small amount of ash.  If you do feel that it needs emptying, 



please wait until at least 12 hours after the fire has gone out before putting the 

ashes in the bin.  The glass may sometimes appear to have become stained: it 

normally cleans itself on the next burn.

UTILITY ROOM

Washing machine

Switch on at the wall socket.  We’ve provided some liquid tablets, on the shelf above 

the machines: just place one in the drum. Alternatively, these are the instructions for 

other detergents and softeners.

 



Tumble dryer

Switch on at the wall socket.  

If the Container and Start/Stop indicator lights flash, remove the condensation 

container and empty it in the kitchen sink.

If the Clean and Start/Stop lights flash, remove the fluff filter, remove the fluff and run 

the filter under a tap.



Dyson cordless cleaner

Push up, tilt out at 45 degrees and remove from charging dock. Return the same way. 

It should provide about 15 minutes of cleaning time. 

Traditional corded vacuum

Located in the cupboard under the stairs. 

KITCHEN

All cookware is dishwasher safe, though if you do have the time to hand wash the 

pans, it extends their working life.   Please do not wash the pasta machine. 

Dishwasher

Dishwasher tablets are in the cupboard underneath the sink. Place in the dispenser.

Pull the door forward to open. Controls are on top of the door. Press (1) to switch 
on, select programme (2) and press (9) to start. Close door. Remaining time will be 
projected onto the floor. We recommend the Eco 50 programme.




 

 



Oven 

Please refer to the user manual in the kitchen drawer at the far end of the breakfast 

bar for detailed settings. 

Button (2) selects the heating programme and (5) is the temperature control. 

The oven has a steam baking function: water can be placed in the depression on the 

base of the oven. Please take care when opening the door using this function: hot 

steam may emerge. 

 

 



 

 

Induction hob

The induction hob works with all the pans supplied in the property. It is important 

to remember that the surface is glass/ceramic and that a certain amount of care is 

needed when handling heavy pans to avoid scratching or cracking it. 

Induction cookers use a magnetic field to generate heat in the pan itself, rather than 

transferring it through a hot plate or burner.  However, some of the heat of 

the pan will transfer back onto the surface of the hob, so it is 

important to take care and avoid touching the cooking zones. 



The basic controls are simple:  switch on with button (1) and press + or - on each 

cooking zone to regulate the heat.  Please refer to the user manual in the kitchen 

drawer at the far end of the breakfast bar for more detailed settings. 



Coffee maker

Pretty self explanatory. Lift lid, place filter in holder, add coffee - usually one spoon 

per cup. Use the jug to fill the water reservoir to the required volume. Set desired 

strength with the intensity switch. Turn it on. Wait. Pour coffee. Drink coffee.  But 

here it is in pictures anyway…



Microwave

The microwave is rated at 1000W so adjust timings accordingly - it will cook faster 

than the average machine. There’s no turntable, so it can take larger oblong dishes.  

As with all microwaves, don’t put anything metal in it.  The basic functions are fairly 

self-explanatory: the door release is the large button bottom right: the panel below 

shows the basic functions. For more detailed instructions, please refer to the user 

manual in the kitchen drawer at the far end of the breakfast bar.



Extractor fan

Switch it on by selecting one of the numbered buttons - (1) is the lowest power; (3) 

the normal high setting; (P) is a booster.  And yes, it is meant to be that quiet.

MEZZANINE

Television

The television is connected to the house wifi network. It can take up to a minute 

from switching it on to fully establish the connection: after that it should stream a 

range of Freeview channels and internet services, including Netflix, You Tube and the 

BBC iPlayer (you’ll need your own accounts). If you sign into your account, 

remember to sign out again before you leave. 

There’s a full manual on the bookshelf but everything works off the remote. An 

additional HDMI cable is plugged in and can be used to connect external devices 

such as games machines.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BluRay player

The usual breathtakingly complicated remote control.  The manual is on the 

bookshelf.  But it should just play automatically when you insert a disc - BluRay or 

DVD is fine.  



BATHROOMS

Shower

The lever on the left side of the bar selects the overhead or the auxiliary shower.  

The right side sets the temperature. 

Bath

User the central lever to switch between bath and shower attachment and the other   

two to mix hot and cold water.  The hot water temperature is set on the boiler and 

cannot be changed.

SHUTTERS

All the bedrooms shutters work and are used in place of curtains. If you are in 

Yarrow, remember to shut the turret shutters too, unless you like to wake with the 

dawn.  If you are in Tweed, there are blinds instead of shutters.  



(We would appreciate it if you do not try to close the shutters on the large 

windows in the living space.)

FIRST AID KIT

There is a first aid kit in the cupboard under the sink in the kitchen. Please replace 

anything you use or let us know what needs replacing.

FIRE SAFETY

There are two dry powder fire extinguishers in the property,  one in the entrance 

lobby and the other at the top of the stairs to the upper bedrooms.  There is also a 

fire blanket in the cupboard under the sink. 

In the event of a fire, please leave the building as quickly as possible through the 

front door and call 999. 

BINS/GARBAGE

Kitchen

There are two bins in the first cupboard under the breakfast bar.  The pale blue one 

is for food waste, the other for general waste.  

External

Scottish Borders Council sets the rules for which bins take which waste. 

Anything that can be recycled - APART FROM GLASS - goes in the bin with a blue lid 

in the car park to the right of the front door.  For reasons of their own, the council 

don’t collect glass.  You can either place it in the green lidded bin in the car park for 

us to dispose of, or take it to a bottle bank: the nearest one is at the recycling centre 

down the road.



Food waste goes in the brown bin in the entrance lobby - lift the handle to unlock 

the lid. 

Everything else goes in the black bin in the car park to the right of the front door.

HAIRDRYERS

There is a hairdryer in the top left hand drawer of each of the bedroom chests for 

use during your stay.  Please return it there at the end of your stay. 

BOOKS

If you’ve started reading a book from the library and haven’t finished it by the end of 

your stay, feel free to take it with you.  All we ask is that you replace it with 

something similar from one of the charity shops in the town.

FOOD

We provide a selection of kitchen essentials to get you started and to save on waste. 

Feel free to use these. If you use lots, it would be appreciated if you replenish the 

stocks.

SMOKING

The property is non smoking.  Feel free to smoke in the garden areas, but preferably 

not in the wood store. For obvious reasons.

PETS

 

The no pets rule applies to guests and to any visitors: we would be grateful if you 

would respect this house rule.  



RESTAURANTS

A Taste of Spice - 01750 720210 (Indian; eat in or take away)

Happy Gathering - 01750 21122 (Chinese; eat in or take away)

Ming Chun House - 01750 22053 (Chinese; take away)

Thai Valley - 01750 778174 (Thai, eat in or take away)

The Fleece Bar and Kitchen - 01750 725501 (Scottish; eat in)  
Tony’s Tower - 01750 20272 - (fish and chips, pizza etc; take away)

The County Hotel - 01750 721233 - (bar food; eat in)



Helping each other

 In response to the Covid-19 pandemic we have introduced additional 
cleaning procedures .  We have also signed up to the Sawdays Clean & Safe 1

charter and have been awarded the industry standard We’re Good To Go   
mark . 2

All surfaces within the property have been risk assessed and the documentation and 
protocols are available on our website.

All high contact surfaces within the property receive additional cleaning beyond our 
normal high standards. This includes disinfecting keys, door handles, light switches, 
window shutters, blind controls, hairdryers,  banisters and hard surfaces. In 
accordance with the recommendations, all bed linen/protectors have been washed 
(at 60 degrees) and if we are unable to wash cushions and throws they have been 
‘quarantined’ for the recommended time before being put back in the rooms.  All 
recently used kitchen items will have been through the dishwasher before going back 
in the cupboards.

Some decisions we leave to guests. Please be aware that we will not have disinfected 
all the books, games and puzzles or every single item of additional kitchen equipment 
apart from those listed above.  There is food safe kitchen sanitiser  and a general 3

virucidal  under the sink for use on hard surfaces.  Please do NOT use either of 4

these products on the soft furnishings or walls. 

To help us meet our responsibilities for the welfare of staff and to keep change over 
times to a minimum we ask all guest to do the following before leaving.

• Please strip the used beds and put the bed linen in the linen bags which are 
hanging on the open wardrobe rails in the bedrooms.

• Please put used towels in the linen bags which you’ll find in the bathrooms

• Leave the last load of washing up you put through the dishwasher in the 
dishwasher so that we are aware of what has been recently used. 

 This includes the extensive recommendations developed in partnership between the Association 1

of Scotland’s Self Caterers (ASSC), The Professional Association of Self Caterers (PASC) and the 
Wales Tourism Alliance.  


 This indicates that we have met the UK-wide industry standards published by Visit Britain in 2

partnership with Visit Scotland and other industry bodies.


 BS EN12763

 Selgiene Extreme - Virucidal (BS EN 1276, 13704, 1650,14476 & 14675)4

https://www.astralhygiene.co.uk/covid-19-protection/click-here-for-covid-19-protection-products/product/selgiene-extreme-5ltr

